Austin: " If a determinate human superior, not the habit of obedience a like superior, receives habitual obedience from the bulk of the society, the determinate superior is sovereign in that society and the society, includes the superior, is a society political and independent. To that determinant superior, the other members of the society are dependent.
styled the relation of sovereign and subject or the relation of sovereignty and subjection".
SOVEREIGNTY IS ESSENTIAL IN THE STATE
1. In every political society, there is always a supreme power whose will ultimately prevails. This supreme power vests in a single individual or a group of individual.
2. Sovereignty is a source of law. Every law is so directly or circuitously, by a sovereign person or body to a member or members of the independent political society wherein sovereign is supreme.
3. It is not necessary that sovereignty should be always within the state. It may be partly or wholly external to the state. 4. Sir Henry Maine was very critical of this theory. His view is that sovereignty did not reside in a determinate human superior. He said " A despot with a disturbed is the sole conceivable example of such sovereignty". 5. Maine emphasised the existence of " Vast masses of influence, which we may call, for shortness, moral, that perpetually shapes, limits or forbids the actual direction of the fours by its sovereign".
6. The entire history of the community, the mass of its historical ascendant which in each community determine how the sovereign shall exercise or forebear from excursing his irresistible coercive power.
SOVEREIGNTY IS INDIVISIBLE
1. In every state a person or group has the supreme power in state.
2. The power is indivisible, even in cases where it vests in a group. 3. The first factor is the coercive force which the sovereign has at is command.
4. The second factor is the docile disposition of the people .
As these two things have practical limits ,sovereignty is also limited de -facto.
What Austin denies is that sovereign power can be limited de jure. As sovereign is the source of law, the view of Austin is that there can be no legal limits on the power of the sovereign.
6. According to Austin, sovereign possess unlimited powers. But experience shows that there is no power on earth which wield unlimited powers.
7. The reason is that state or sovereign acts through law which can regulate only the external action of human beings and is helpless to regulate their internal actions.
8. Bluntschli writes " the state as a whole is not almighty, for it is limited externally by the rights or other states and internally by its own nature and by rights of individual members". 9. Professor Laski has criticized the theory of unlimited sovereignty on many grounds. He points out that " no sovereign has anywhere possessed unlimited power and the attempt to exert it has always resulted in the establishment of safeguard" 10. Critics point out that " legally an autocratic Tsar may shoot down his subjects before the winter palace at Petrograd, but morale it is condemnation that we utter. 11. It is not only impossible to exercise unlimited powers , but it is also undesirable to give unlimited powers to anybody, the conclusive is that Austin's view is not applied to state in modern times.
DICEY'S THEORY 1. Theory of popular sovereignty.
2. There are two kinds of sovereigns -the political and the legal.
3. Legislature is the legal sovereign because it has the supreme power of law making.
Behind the legal sovereign there is the political sovereign. The legal sovereign acts in accordance with the wishes of the political sovereign.
4. For a stable government, it is necessary that there must be a harmony in the views of legal and political sovereign.
5. It is submitted that this theory is neither very logical nor convincing.
JETHRO BROWN'S THEORY 1. His approach is sociological and he takes into account the changed concept of the state while propounding his theory.
2. He says that state, as a corporation, is sovereign.
3. The sovereign is not a person or group of persons distinct and separate from community.
4. It acts through organs and agents for the achievement of its corporate purpose.
5. This theory solves a number of problems which the earlier theories failed to solve and as such it has universal application.
